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 A: Probably, I saw you can't post pictures on your question, so I will just post what I did that solved it, if you could just post the
problem you are encountering. Firstly, your machine probably is not infected, maybe the antivirus is blocking or something. If

you would take a screenshot and upload it, we could try to look it up. So in my case I had a running PC where the antivirus
program was blocking the program, so I disabled it and tried to restart my computer, Windows automatically created a file for
me with the virus. When you launch the software, it will be displayed and it will warn you if it is from a malicious site. I would
try to download the program from the official site and not a third party because I am not sure if these two versions will install
the same functionality and if one may fail the other might succeed. Another possibility is that your antivirus program is also
blocking the program. If you try to make a connection to a server, it will ask you if it should connect to the server. Simply

cancel this window if you don't want to connect to this server. (void)ip_send_one_hdr(h, iplo, type, code, h->flags); h->control
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= code / 256; h->control |= (code % 256) seq = lp->iph->tot_len + 1; h->chksum = 0; h->chksum = inet_chksum(h, dsize);
skb_reset_transport_header(h); return; } /* * IP handler for receive */ void ip_recv(struct ip *i, struct ip_counters *counters) {
unsigned int type = i->version; unsigned int code = csum_partial(i, dsize); unsigned int length = i->tot_len; if (length csum) {

csum_partial(i, lenoff); 520fdb1ae7
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